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Abstract 

We describe a semi-abelian version of Witten’s theory using the quantization of dimension g 
tori for a general gauge group G. We derive a family of invariants for closed oriented 3-manifolds 
which coincide with those defined by Witten for lens spaces and torus bundles. 
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1. Introduction 

The motivation of this paper is the attempt of understanding a semi-abelian version of 
Chem-Simons-Witten invariants using representations of mapping class groups. This has 
been done in the case when the gauge group G is U (1) in [8,11,14] and for general G but 
only in genus 1 case in [ 191. 

We follow the program outlined by Witten in [30] but we replace the Teichmuller space 
with the Siegel space. He associates vector spaces Z(&, k) to every Riemann surface 
of genus g obtained from the quantization of h4cs the space of representations of the 
fundamental group rrl (E,) in G, modulo conjugation. If G = U(I) then a theorem of 
Narasimhan-Seshadri [28] identifies Mz8 with the moduli space of rank 1 semi-stable 
holomorphic bundles of degree 0 over EB. The Picard group of MzE is generated by an 
ample line bundle Lzg and it turns that Z<E,, k) = H”(M~8, L”,,) are the fibres of a 
projectively flat holomorphic vector bundle over the Teichmuller space using the HADW 
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connection (see [17,2]). It is clear (see [12]) that the (projective) representation of the 
mapping class group M, arising as the monodromy of the natural action on this flat bundle 
will determine the topological field theory we are looking for. One way to understand 
Z(.Er, k) was opened in [4,5] where it is identified with some space of theta functions on 
the jacobian variety Jac(Es) in the case when G = SU(2) and k = 1,2. 

Our aim is to use a semi-abelian quantization in general gauge. Namely, instead of quan- 
tizing the Chern-Simons action on Es x Iw we shall quantize the Chem-Simons type action 
on the higher-dimensional jacobian tori Jac(&) x R. Since nt (Jac(Eg)) is abelian the 
space of interest NE* = Hom(nt (Jac(Es)), G)/G of the representations of rrt (Juc(.?&)) 
has a simple description. The associated bundle may be extended to a projectively flat bundle 
over the moduli space of principally polarized abelian varieties. This way a representation 
of the symplectic group SP(2g, Z) will be obtained. 

One then obtains 3-manifold invariants by considering Heegaard decompositions as is 
done in [22] using also the pt-structures from [6]. 

This is a reasonable “abelian” approximation of Witten’s theory which can be viewed 
as a study of a simplified (but non-trivial) model mathematically justified. Notice that as 
an alternative for circumvent the problems with functional integration one may use the 
technique of quantum groups developed in [29]. 

2. The quantization of Nz, 

We choose G a compact Lie group which is assumed to be simple and connected. It has 
maximal torus T and Weyl group W. The usual alternating character on W is denoted by 
det and the rank of G (the dimension of T) is denoted by 1. Let R be a reduced irreducible 
root system in the dual I* of the Lie algebra t and let R’ c t denote its dual. We write Q 
and Q” for the lattices generated by R and R’ respectively. We denote their dual lattices by 
P’ c t and P c t* and we have Q c P and Q” c P’. We fix a basis art, ~2, . . . . crl for R 
and then $1, aL . . . . a? is a basis for R’. Let 5 be the highest root. We write 

1 
5’ = c SiCrl 

i=l 

and we put h = 1 + cf=t Si . If G is simply laced (all the roots have the same length) then 
h will be the Coxeter number of G. We consider the positive definite, symmetric bilinear 
form I on t given by 

Z(x, Y) = G%)-’ fibi, x)@i, Y), 
i=l 

where (, ) denotes the basic inner product. If S2 Q- denotes the lattice of integral symmetric 
bilinear forms on Q- then ( S2 Q”) w is infinite cyclic generated by I unless R is of type Cl 
(1 1 3) in which case i Z is a generator. Now Z determines a homomorphism t + t* which 
wealsodenotebyZ.WesetM=Z-l(P). 
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We return now to the moduli space of representations Nx8. Any representation will map 
the whole group Z*g into a maximal torus of G and therefore the only conjugation freedom 
left is the diagonal action of W. Hence 

NE, = T x T x ‘.’ x T/W. 

The tangent space to T*g is A = t @ t @ . . . fl3 t and 

T*g = A/(Q-)*g. 

The basic symplectic form w on A is 

W((h? 629 ...7 62g)(m, rl2, . ..7 t72g)) = --2711((h,62, . ..T 62g), S(rll, rl2, ..., f/*g))* 

where I denotes the extension of the above considered bilinear form to I @ t $ . . . ~3 r by 
direct sum, and 

s= 0 -1, 
[ 1 1, 0 

E SpcQ, a. 

It is known that a connection V on the trivial line bundle A x @ over the symplectic affine 
space (A, w) with curvature -iw is given by 

Vx(a) = -iio(X - X0, a) 

for any Xo E A. Our task will be the construction of a line bundle C on T*g, the prequantum 
line bundle, such that cl (C) = (1/2n)o, which must support a lift of the W action. In order 
to proceed we need to introduce a holomorphic structure on T*g. As in the genus 1 case [2] 
a holomorphic structure on T*g will be specified by a modular parameter n in the Siegel 
space S, (of complex symmetric matrices of dimension g whose imaginary part is positive 
definite). To each such Q. there is a principally polarized abelian variety Ab(G?) associated, 
namely the quotient of @g by the lattice L (LZ) generated by the columns of the matrix [ 1, D] 
with the K&ler polarization r,~ = cf__:=, dxi A dxi+,. Here xi are the coordinates on Cs 
duals to L(n). Now the product J(D) = Q-63 Ab(SZ) is an abelian variety of dimension gl 

which is diffeomorphic to T*g. Also the action of the Weyl group W is naturally extended 
to a diagonal action on J(D). We set for brevity E = Ab(G?) and J = J(D). 

Lemma 2.1. The fixed point locus J w is aJinite subgroup of J, naturally isomorphic to 

P’/Q- 63 HI(E, Z). 

Pmofi We know that E is isomorphic as a group with HI (E, R)/Hl (E, Z). Then z = 
(Zl, z2, .*., zg) E Q” 03 Hl(E, R) maps to Jw iff 

z - rjz = ((ai, zi)oj-)i=r,g E Q- 8 Hl(E, Z) 

for all j = 1,l. Here tj stands for the reflection of W which sends aj to -oj. But this is 
equivalent to z E P’ C3 H1 (E, Z), hence the lemma. 0 
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This implies that the geometric quotient J/W is a Cohen-Macaulay variety with a finite 
number of singular points. We may identify therefore Pic(J/ W) with (Pic(J))w. We 
regard the last group as being the set A of isomorphism classes of holomorphic line bundle 
L over J with the property that w* L and L are isomorphic for all w E W. 

Proposition 2.2. The exact sequence 

0 + Pi&J) A Pit(J) s &.I, Z) 

restricts to the following exact sequence: 

0 + P/Q @ H’(E, Z) & A -% (S*Q-)” @ H*(E, Z) n H’*‘(E). 

Proof: The proof goes as in the genus 1 case (see [24]): The theorem of Appell-Humbert 
[26] identifies Pit’(J) in a natural way with 

Hom(Hr(J, Z), W/Z) g P 8 H’(E, a/z). 

On the other hand, we have canonical isomorphisms 

H*(.Z, C) 2 A2Hom~(H1(J, R),,C) 2 A*Homra(Q" ~3 Hl(E, R), C) 

and the last term contains 

S*Q- @ A2Hom~(H1(E, Iw), C) Z S*Q- @ H*(E, C) 

as a subspace. Another application of the theorem of Appell-Humbert shows that 
c(Pic(J)) = S*Q” @I H*(E, Z) II H’-‘(E). Next an element z E P @J H’(E, R) projects 
onto a W-invariant element of P 81 H1 (E, R/Z’) iff as in the previous lemma z - tiz E 
P@H’(E,Z)forallj= l,I.Thereforethemap 

1 

Z+ c (Z - tiZ) 
i=l 

induces an isomorphism between (P 8 H’(E, W/Z))w and (P/Q) @I H’(E, 2’). Since 
W acts transitively on the set of bases of the root system R and trivially on P/Q this 
isomorphism is canonical. We have now the exact sequence 

0 + P @ H’(E, R/Z) & Pit(J) 5 (S*Q-) @ H*(E, Z) II H’*‘(E), 

which will be (non-canonically) split as an exact sequence of W-modules because W is 
finite. Therefore, by taking the W-invariants the sequence remains exact and we are done.0 

Now let C be a holomorphic line bundle over J whose isomorphism class belongs to A 
and c(L) = I 8 r]. This will be the prequantum line bundle which we wanted. 

We remark that there is also a natural product action of Wg on J. We may state the 
following proposition. 
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Proposition 2.3. 
(1) The prequantum line bundle L is ample. 
(2) For any w E Wg the line bundles w*C and L are isomorphic. 

Proof. We remark that the line bundle C is well defined modulo a translation in J. Now 
since I and n are positive definite the Lefschetz theorem on theta functions implies that C 
is ample ([15], p.317). 

Secondly, we remark that the set A8 of isomorphisms classes of line bundles Z_. over J 
which satisfy the condition stated at the second point may be inserted into an exact sequence 
similar to that appearing in Proposition 2.2, namely 

0 + P/Q 63 H’(E, Z) -: Ag -f, $(S*Q-)” G3 C(rli), 
i=l 

where ni is the cohomology class of dxi A dxi fg. The proof is quite similar. Since 

and C is uniquely defined up to a translation the claim will follow. 0 

We wish to construct explicitly such a line bundle C. Remember that E = Ab(L2). Let 
e : Q’g C3 L(s2) x tt + C* be defined by 

e(u + LZu, z) = exp(niZ(2z + nu, u)), whereu, u E Q’g 

and I is extended to the complexification tc . g We have an induced action F of Q’g 60 L(Q) 
on d= x t: given by 

F(x)@, z) = (a/tix, z), z +x). 

The orbit space of this action is in a natural way a line bundle which we call C over 
tt/Q”g ~3 L.(Q) 2 J. Since Z is W-invariant we have F(wx)(a, wz) = (a, w(z +x)) for 
any w E W. Therefore, the action of W on Q: x t: defined by w (a, z) = (a, wz) induces one 
on C, so C E A. Much more Z is also Wg-invariant and we see that C E Ag. Following the 
theorem of Appell-Humbert we have c(C) = Z 8 n, so that C is the required prequantum 
line bundle. 

Now the orbit space of the action Fk defined by 

Fk(x)(a, z) = (ae(x, Z)-k, z +x) 

determines a line bundle over .Z which is naturally isomorphic to Ck. The sections of Ck 
correspond to the level k theta functions on J(sZ) hence they are holomorphic functions 0 
on tg satisfying 

e(z +x) = e(x, z)-~~(z). 
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We denote by Th(k, g, R, 52) = H”(J, C’). This space will support the Wg action coming 
from the action on ~5, and in particular the diagonal W-action. The quantization space (in 
level k) for J(Q) will be therefore the space of W-invariant sections Th(k, g, R, f2)w. 

3. Theta functions and Coxeter groups 

The purpose of this section is to define some representations of the symplectic group 
arising from the study of W-invariant theta functions. Let f (l(2) be the so-called theta 
group consisting of elements y E Sp(2g, Z) which preserve the orthogonal form 

Qh ml = n T . m E 2122. 

We represent any element y E Sp(2g, Z) as 

A B 

[ 1 C D 

where A, B, C, D are g x g matrices. Then r( 1,2) may be alternatively described as the 
set of those elements y having the property that the diagonals of ATC and BT D are even. 

The classical theta function in dimension g is defined by the formula (see [7,18,27]): 

0(z, Sz) = C exp(niU, Qf) + kill, z)) 
Ids 

for z E @s, Q E S,, where (, ) is the usual hermitian product on U. There is a natural 
Sp(2g, Z) action on @g x S, given by 

y . (z, L2) = (((CL’ + D)T-‘)z, (Af2 + B)(Cf2 + D)-‘). (1) 

The behaviour of the theta function under this action is described by the following functional 
equation (going back to Jacobi): 

0((CQ + D)T-l z, (AS2 + B)(CL’+ D)-‘) 

= <,det(Cl2 + D)1/2exp(lr(iz, (CQ + D)-‘Cz))B(z, Q), (2) 

where y E r( 1,2), and [,, is an 8th root of unity. 
For g = 1 we suppose that c > 0 or c = 0 and d > 0 so the imaginary part Im(cQ +d) 1 

0 for R in the upper half plane. Then we shall choose the square root (cQ + d)‘i2 in the 
first quadrant. Now we can express the dependence of cv on y as follows: 
(1) for even c and odd d {,, = i(d-1)/2(c/( d I), 
(2) for odd c and even d {,, = exp(-lric/rl)(d/c), 
where (n/y) is the usual Jacobi symbol [16]. 

For g > 1 we suppose that D is invertible. Firstly, we fix the choice of the square root 
of det(Cf2 + D) in the following manner: Let det1/2(Z/i) be the unique holomotphic 
function on S, satisfying 

(det1/2(Z/i))2 = det(Z/i) 
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and taking in i 1 g the value 1. Next define 

det”2(CS2 + D) = det’/2(D)det’/2 
-Q-l _ D-‘C 

(y)deflf2( i ), 

where the square root of det (D) is taken to lie in the first quadrant. Using this convention 
we may express cY as a Gauss sum: 

tv = det-li2(D) c exp(lri(l, BD-‘l)) 
lEZ8IDHg 

and in particular we recover the formula from above for g = 1. 
There is also an interesting connection between the multiplier system TV and the Maslov 

index for lagrangian subspaces. Let R 2s be endowed with the usual symplectic structure 
s = Cf=:=, dxi A dxi+g, and let li, i = 1,3 be lagrangian subspaces of dimension g. We 
may define a quadratic form on 11 @ 12 @ 13 by 

&Xl + x2 +x3) = ~(Xl, x2) + $(X2, x3) + 4x3, Xl) 

for xi E li , i = 1, 3. The signature of this quadratic form is the so-called Maslov index of the 
triple (1 I ,12,13) and is denoted by m (I I ,12,/3). The failure of the multiplier system [,, to be a 
homomorphism is expressed via a 2-cocycle. Specifically set F( yt , M) = m (1, ye 1, ye y21), 
where 1 is the lagrangian space 1 = (Xi+8 = 0, for i = 1, g}. Therefore we have [23]: 

r Y,y2 = exp(-+i&l, ~2))c~,t~. 

We come back now to level k theta functions which are defined by 

Om(z, f2) = C exp 
Iem+kTi!~ ( 

:(I, 0Z) + 27ri(Z, z) 
> 

(3) 

for m E (Z/kZ)g. The functional equation above stated is generalized to level k theta 
functions (see [8,11]) as follows: Let 

@k(Z, a) = (@m(Z, Q>)m&Z/k@ 

be the theta vector of level k. Then the following equation is fulfilled: 

0 (y (z, 52)) = {,det(CfJ + D)“2 
x exp(kni(z, (CL! + D)-‘CZ))P~(Y)(&(Z, Q)), (4) 

where 
(1) y belongs to the theta group r( 1,2) if k is odd and to Sp(2g, H) elsewhere. 
(2) {,, E Rs is the multiplier system from above. 
(3) pk : Sp(2g, Z) -+ U(kg) is a mapping which becomes a group homomorphism 

(denoted also by pk when no confusion arises) when passing to the quotient U(kg)/& 
for even k (or equivalently it gives rise to a representation of the central extension of 
Sp(2g, Z) determined by the 2-cocycle exp(-$nip(*, *)); a similar assertion holds 
for odd k when Sp(2g, 72) is replaced by r( 1,2). 
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We computed explicitly pk for a system of generators: 

(1) Pk[A T] =diag(exp(~hBmi)) 

for B = BT a matrix with integer entries. 

for A E GL(g, Z) 

(3) 
0 -1 

pk 1 0 [ 1 = k-g/2exp(2nik-1 (m, l))m,tE(z/kz)8, 

(5) 

where (, ) is the inner product on IV. 
We wish now that a Coxeter group enter in our picture. Remember that the sections of 

the prequantum line bundle are theta functions which may be given explicitly. For 52 E S, 
and x E tg we put QX = (xfzl S2ijXj)izl.g E t:. Consider 

&(z, Q) = c exp(kni(x, ax) + 2kni(n, z)), (8) 
xEQg+k-‘A 

where )c E Mg = (I-‘(P))g, z E t:. It is clear that &(z, D) lies in Th(k, g, R, $2). We 
may extract moreover a C-basis of theta functions: 

Proposition 3.1. Consider X C Mg be a set of representatives for Mg/kQg. Therefore 
(&(z, n); )i E X) is a @-basisfor Th(k, g, R, 52). 

The proof is analogous to the classical case (see [20,27,26,24]). 
Thus Th(k, g, R, 52) are the fibres of a vector bundle, say Th(k, g, R) over the Siegel 

space S,. We have moreover a hermitian structure on this bundle given by 

(&(z, Q), 0,(z, a)) = 2k-‘g’2det”2(Im(nR))~A,~, 

where fiR states for the matrix with each 0i.j replaced by a block Qi,j I/. Obviously 
DR E slg and J(n) 2 Ab(nR). 

We can get this hermitian structure geometrically using the construction of Gocho [ 141. 
Specifically set jR : Sg + Slg for the holomorphic embedding jR (Q) = QR. Then 
Th(k, g, R) is a subbundle of the trivial bundle L20 of L2-sections: 

L2(Ho(Ab(S&), Lk)) x s, + s,. 

Proposition 3.2. The L2-metric and the trivial connection on the trivial L2-bundle induce 
the above hermitian structure and a projectivelyjut connection on Th(k, g, R). 

The proof is essentially contained in [ 141. 
Moreover (@A(& 52); h E X) Will be a basis of covariant COnStam sections With respect 

to the induced connection. 
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Weremarkfurtherthat the Wg-actionon Th(k, g, R, Q) takes aparticularly simple form, 
namely 

where w = (WI, ~2, . . ., wg) E Wg, h = (Al, &I,. ..,A,) E Mg/kQg and w)\ = 

(Wlkl% w2k-2, . . ., w&) E Mg/kQg. The diagonal action of W is the induced one. 
We shall consider now the anti-invariant theta functions with respect to these two actions, 

namely 

where det(w) = det(wt)det(wz).. .det(wg) and det : W -+ (-1, 1) is the usual alter- 
nating character of the Coxeter group W, and 

b~<~(z, Q) = c dNwNb(z, W. 
WEW 

Set 

Pk = (A E M, such that0 < @,(I) 5 k, for all positive rootscr). 

We may describe therefore the anti-invariant subspace Th(k, g, R, L2)-Wg. 

Proposition 3.3. We have: 
(1) Th(k, g, R, L?-W8 = 0,for k < h. 

(2) Th(h, g, R, sZ)Ywg = C(qri,,(z, fi)), where 

rg = (r, r, . . . , r) 
/ 

8 

and r is determined as follows: set fj E t such that I (fj, ai”) = &,j. Then r = 
h-‘(d, +d2+.. . + dl). If G is simply laced then r is the half sum of the positive 
roots. 

(3) Th(k + h, g, R, Q)-wg = a=(@;++,,,&+& n); A E Pkg). 

ProojI The Wg-action splits into g copies of independent W-actions, so 

Th(k, g, R, D)-Wg Z (Th(k, 1, R, $2)-w)@‘g 

and the case when g = 1 is treated in [24] (see also [2,20]). 0 

Now we can deal with the spaces of Wg-invariant theta functions Th(k, g, R, s2)w” which 
will be naturally a subspace of the quantization space Th(k, g, R, C?)W. We state the fol- 
lowing proposition. 

Proposition 3.4. The following theta functions 
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with k E Pt form a C-basis of the space Th(k, g, R, S2)wg of invariant theta functions. 

Proofi We have an injective homomorphism 

Th(k, g, R, Q)wB + Th(k + h, g, R, L?-Wg 

given by 0 -+ 19+~;,,. The inverse of this homomorphism will associate to 8 E Th(k + 

h, g, R, a)- ws the meromorphic theta function O/@r;,h. What remains to be proved is that 

e/@r;,h is actually an holomorphic function. 
To every root a! there is an associated morphism of abelian varieties 

Consider 0 the theta divisor on E which passes through zero. Therefore, ct (O(0)) = q. 
Next we consider the divisor A on J defined as A = CUER+ r:(O), the sum being taken 
over the positive roots. Then we have the following lemma. 

Lemma 3.5. The divisor (I+%~;,,) associated to the section @,I;,, is A. 

Proo$ Observe first that ($rg,h) 1 A. Indeed if z E rzj 0 then the element 

wa = 
(tj 9 tj 7 . ..,tj) E Wg foroddg, 
(tj, . . ..tj.l) E Wg foreveng, 

leaves the fibre over z fixed so that 

+r;,h(WZv Q, = w@r;,J&, D> = -l&J&, sz) 

because @ri,h is an anti-invariant theta function. Furthermore, $J~;,, is a section of Lh hence 

the Chem class c~(O($~;,~)) = hl @ q. Next the Chem class of r,(O) is 

0163 cx 63 t7 E S’Q” c3 H’(E), 

so that 

Therefore, (+ri,h) - A is a non-negative divisor of vanishing Chem clasr so our claim 
follows. 

Next we remark that the same proof as above will give 

which implies that @;+rB,k+,,/$r;,,(z, *) is a holomorphic function on z and we are 
done. 0 
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Now the projectively flat connection V on Th (k, g, R) will induce a projectively flat con- 
nection on the subbundle of anti-invariant sections Th(k, g, ZQewg. We identify the vector 
bundle of invariant sections Th(k, g, ZQw” with Th(k+h, g, R)-w” @(Th(h, g, R)-wB)* 
and we shall derive an induced connection VW8 on Th(k, g, R)w”. Our aim is to compute 
the monodromy of the symplectic action with respect to this connection. We set 

@kyk(Z, fJ) = (vkk(Z, Q>),,p; 

for the (k, Ws)-theta vector. 

Theorem 3.6. The (k, Ws)-theta vector satisftes thefunctional equation: 

q$(y(z, ~2)) = exp(lkrri(z, (CQ + D)-‘cz))P~o’)~k(Z~ a)v 

where, for even k 

pk wg : Sp(2g, Z) -+ U(Th(k, g, R, L?)Wg) 

is a representation of the symplectic group given by 

(1) pF” l B 
[ 1 0 1 

for B = BT a matrix with integer entries. 

for A E GL(g, E). 

where p is the number of positive roots; 

where (, ) is the natural extension of the inner product I on Rst Z ts. 
For odd k the same formulas define a representation of the theta group r (l(2). 

Proof We consider first the symplectic action on anti-invariant theta functions 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

+;k(Y(z, Q2)) = c &,i(y(z, a)). 
WEWS 
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But we may write 

since 01 (z, Sz) are theta functions for Ab(fi~). Because the inner product (, ) is Wg-invariant 
it can be checked on the generators that 

pkb’R);f = 6’ko’R);. 

It follows 

+<k(y(zv a)) = l‘y,&t(CR + RRDR)1’2exp(lklri(Z, (c + n@-‘cZ)) 

We derive 

Using the calculations performed in [ 19,201 for the transformation rules of +ri,h we get our 
claim for the generators considered. Finally, we remark that the map 

y + exp(lklri(z, (C + QD)-‘Cz)) 

is a character for Sp(2g, Z) which implies that pkwg is a group representation and our claim 
follows. 0 

Remark 3.7. It is interesting to note that in the non-abelian case W # 1 the messy factor 
cv is cancelled out. This comes from the fact that the connection VW8 is actually flat not 
only projectively flat. 

We come back now to the invariant theta functions arising from the diagonal W-action. 
This time we do not have such an explicit description for the space Th(k, g, R, L?) w. 
However, we can state the following proposition. 

Proposition 3.8. 
(1) Consider Bi%g be a set of representatives for Ms/kQ’G w W. Set Bk,g c Bkqg be 

the subset of those I having an even isotropy group Stab(k) = (w E W; w)L = A) 
(i.e. the character det on Stab@) is identically onefor h E Bk,g). Therefore, we have 

Thtk, g, R, a)-W = @($&tz, .n); A E Bk,g). 
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(2) The W-invariant theta functions 

((oA-rg,k(zv 0) = V<k+h(Z, fi)/(Pr,,h(Z, Q)), WithA E Bk+h,g 

fotm a @-basisfor the space Th(k, g, R, L?)W. 

Prooj It is clear that (P<~ are W-anti-invariant. These theta functions will generate the space 
Th (k, g, R, S2) from the general theory of invariants of finite group actions. It remains to 
prove the linear independence. We make first a little digression on formal theta functions 
(see [24]). Let F denote the lattice of afflne linear functions on V = t: which takes integral 
values on Q”s and let e(F) denote the subgroup of HF whose elements are of the form 

for some real number n. Here e(f) stands for the element of ZF which is one on f and 
zero on F - (f). The order of 6 is o(e) = inf{f(firs); cf # 0) and the initial part of 6 is 
by definition 

in(t) = c cfe(f). 
fU2rB)=o(H 

Now V acts on F by translation and hence on zF. We call 6 E e(F) a formal theta function 
of level k if for any u E Q’s @ L(Q) we have 

(u + flu)*6 = e(-kZ(u) - iZ(52v, u))(. 

The set of theta functions of level k will be denoted by Thk. Any element of The has the 
form 

c cn4n)9 withn, no E Z, 
n?flO 

where e(n) is the constant function n. We put for any k E Mg 

t& = c e(-kZ(u) + $k(Z(&, u) - Z(G?l.,, A))). 
@Ek-‘A+Q-8 

It follows that (0~; )i E S), for S a system of representatives for Mg/kQ’g is a The-basis 
for Thk. Next we take into account the diagonal W-action which is given by 

Define the anti-invariant (formal) theta functions by 

0, = c det(w)B,A. 
WEW 

To any k E Bk,g we associate some il E (Q”s w W)k with the property that the (convex) 
function Z(L?(x - rg), x - rg) for x E (Q’s w W)A has a minimum in x = x. Therefore, 
it will follow that, for real and positive definite 52 

in(C);) = card(Stab(A))e(-kZ(X)). 
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Indeed we have for w E Q”g w W, and nz = i; the following relations: 

-kZ(wm, f2r,) + lk(Z(Qwm, wm) - Z(Qm, m)) 

= $k(Z(f2(wm - rg), wm - rg) - Z(Q(m - rg), m - rg)) - kZ(m, f2r,) 

> -kZ(m, Lb,). 

But now for generic L? the convex function Z(D(x - rg), x - rs) has exactly one minimum 
on the orbit of h under the affine Weyl group. Therefore equality can hold before only if 
wm = m. If )i E Bk,s then our claim follows. Otherwise there exists some w E Stab(h) 
with det(w) = -1. Then 

e,- = -e;* = -e,-, 

hence 0; = 0. 
Now we remark that the initial parts we obtained in(e-X) will be linear independent over 

The since the family e(-kZ (A)) fulfills this property. This will prove the linear independence 
of the corresponding family of formal theta functions. The same proof will work if we take 
e(if) in the place of e(f) and i0 in place of C?. But if we replace e(f) by exp(2nif) and 
Sz by in we derive some multiples of the usual theta functions. Therefore for generic and 
purely imaginary Sz E S, the usual anti-invariant theta functions which we considered will 
be linear independent over @. Since the independence is an open condition this will be true 
for Sz in a Zariski open subset of S,. Since Th(k, g, R, i2)-w c Th(k, g, R, 52) and the 
second family of spaces is a vector bundle endowed with a W-invariant projectively flat 
connection we obtain that the dimension of Th(k, g, R, L?) is constant. This will prove our 
first claim. 

We consider first the case of odd g. Then @r;,h (z, 52) is a W-anti-invariant theta function. 
Then for any k 2 0 we have 

(q<k+h) 2 (A) 

as in the proof of Lemma 3.5. It will follow that 

isabasisfor Th(k, g, R, f2)W. Theproofissimilar. Wemayconsidertheinduced Sp(2g, Z)- 
action on the associated vector bundle Th(k, g, R) w. Essentially, the same computation as 
in Theorem 3.6 (remark that @($ri,h) is Sp(2g, Z)-invariant !) will give that 

where y E Sp+(2g, Z) and x is a character for Sp+(2g, Z). Moreover, this vector is 
the only (projectively) invariant vector of Sp+(2g, 72). On the other hand, +og,k+h E 
Th(k, g, R, f2)W and has the same property. We derive that 

(Pr,,&+h(Z, sz) = s(s2),&;,,+&, n), 

where s : S, + @ is a holomorphic Sp(2g, Z)-invariant function. This will prove the 
claim in case of odd g. 
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Further. we have 

215 

‘Pr;,h(zT n) = v;+,,h((zl Oh cn @ ill) 
so ‘pr; h (z, $2) is Sp(2g, Z)-invariant also for even g. Next the proof proceeds as in Theorem 
3.6 and we are done. 0 

Denote now by @k(z, $2) = (p~,k(z, fi))&& the (k, W)-theta VeCtOr. Then we may 
compute the monodromy of the symplectic action actually using the connection V w on the 
vector bundle Th(k, g, R) w which comes from its identification with Th(k +h, g, l?-w C3 

Qvp,,h)*. 

Theorem 3.9. The (k, W)-theta vector satisfies thefunctional equation 

%(Y(z, a)) = exp(lkni(z, (Cfi + D)-‘Cz))p~(v)@k(z, Q), 

where for even k 

pkw : Sp&, if) + U(Th(k, g, R, WW) 

is a group representation determined by 

(1) 
1 B 

pF 0 1 [ 1 

A(*+ 
k+h 

rgr B(L + rg)) - y(rg, Brg) 

for B = BT a matrix with integer entries. 

for A E GL(g, Z). 

(3) 

where p is the number of positive roots. 
For odd k the same formulas define a representation of the theta group r (1,2). 

Proof: Since (o;,~ is Sp(2g, Z)-invariant the proof goes as in the previous theorem. 

We remark that the natural map induced by A E Gl(g , Z): 

A : Mg/Q-g w W + Mg/Qwg w W 

maps Bk,g onto itself so that formula 2 makes sense. 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

0 
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4. Invariants for framed 3-manifolds 

We wish to define some invariants for closed orientable 3-manifolds using the method of 
[8] for the representations ~7. 

We start with the p:” which parallels the W = 1 case. Weidentify Th(k, gt+gz, R, L?l@ 
s2~)~’ with Th(k, gt, R, a~)~“’ @I Th(k, g2, R, R2)Wgz via the map 

Set Ck = k(r, r)/h(k + h) for the central charge in level k, and [k = eXp(hiCk). We define 
the symplectic sum of two matrices 

Cl& : Sp(2g, Z) x Sp(U, Z) + Sp(2(g + h), Z) 

by the formula 

Therefore we can state the following proposition. 

Proposition 4.1. 
(1) 

(2) 

The representation pkwg is a tensor representation, i.e. 

IQ%1 @C M) = Pkw” (Yl) @ PkWB(M) 

holds. 
If Sp+(2g, Z) denotes the subgroup of symplectic matrices of the form [$ i] then 

r#I$k is a projective weight vectorfor Sp+(2g, z), i.e. 

pkWg(Y)‘hOg.k = h’h+O,,k 

for y E Sp+(2g, Z) , where x : Sp+(2g, Z) + Uw is a character taking values in 
the group of roots of unity generated by 5;c. This character is determined by 

x ([; (Afl_l]) = 1, X ([; ;I) = (<k)(ci*‘Bi”). 

Pt~of It is known that pk is tensorial (see [S]). Now the Wg-action being split we can 
pass to the Ws-anti-invariant part and we are done. Otherwise this property can be checked 
directly on the generators. The second part is a corollary of Theorem 3.6. 0 

So we obtained a tensor representation of (Sp(2g, H), Sp+(2g, Z)) in the terminology 
of [8,11]. Now there is a standard way to derive invariants for closed 3-manifolds: Let 
M3 be a closed orientable 3-manifold and M3 = Ts U i” be a Heegaard splitting into 
two handlebodies of genus g. The gluing homeomotphism induces an automorphism in 
homology Hl@Ts) which we may identify with an element h(M) E Sp(2g, H). This 
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identification corresponds to the choice of a canonical basis in the homology of a genus g 
surface. We set 

Zw(M3, k) = (k + h)-‘g’2(p,W”thtM3))~os.k, tiOg.k). 

We have then the following proposition. 

Proposition 4.2. 
(1) The class of equivalence Iw(M3, k) E -C/ UW does not depend upon the various 

choices made and defines therefore a topological invariant of M3. 
(2) The invariant ZW(*, k) behaves multiplicatively under connected sums. 

Proo$ The proof is standard (see also [S]): the ambiguities in the choices of h(M3) come 
from the non-uniqueness of a canonical basis in homology and that of the Heegaard splitting. 
But choosing another canonical basis in the homology h( M3) changes into ch( M3)d with 
c, d E Sp+(2g, Z). Since @u8,k is a projective weight vector the invariant Zw is not affected. 

Also by stabilizing an Heegaard splitting changes h(M3) into h(M3) GI [y _d] and 1~ takes 

the same value. But any two Heegaard splittings are stably equivalent by Reidemester- 
Singer theorem and our claim follows. Cl 

We wish now to pass to the representation pk w. The only point here is that Th(k, gl, 
R, f2)w GO Th(k, g2, R, L?)w is a proper subspace of Th(k, gl + g2, RL?). Also there is 
no canonical inclusion mapping 

Th(k gt, R, Q)W 60 Th(k, gz, R, Ww --f Th(k, gl + g2, R, Q) 

as for the usual tensor structures (see [9,13]) but a surjective mapping: 

rr : TW, gl + g2, RW + Th(k, gl, R, WW 60 Th(k, 82, R, WW, 

which is defined as follows: we take 

rri 1 Mgl+g21kQVgl+g2 w W _+ Mt?i/kQ’gi w W 

be the canonical projections and set also xi for the induced maps 

ffi ’ Bk,gl+gZ + Bk,gi U (@IT 

which are given by 

J?j(X) = 
I 

xi(X) ifni(X) E Bk.giV 
9 otherwise. 

We put formally 64 = 0. Therefore the mapping n is given by 

Jr(%) = %,(A) QQ %(A). 

Furthermore, we have 

4A,,A2)(h, z2)t nl @ a;?) = OA, (zl, al) @ oA,(Z29 fi2). 
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If p denotes the symplectic action on Th-(k, g, R, a) then it follows that 

where CBS denotes the symplectic direct sum of matrices and the coefficients of the matrices 
on the right-hand side are zero if some index is 4. This implies that 

Then if we define 

Z;y(M3, k) = (k + h)-‘g’2(pkW(h(M3))~~,kr VO& 

it will follow that I& is a topological invariant as above. Since n8,k is the only one pro- 
jective weight vector associated to the character x and Th(k, g, R, G’)w” is a Sp(2g, Z)- 
submodule of Th(k, g, R, G’)w we find that in fact 

ZfY(M3, k) = Zw(M3, k), 

so nothing new appears. This is a particular case of the following more general principle 
which is used in [9,13] for mapping class groups: if we have a tensor representation of 
Sp(2g, Z) in the unitary automorphisms of the hermitian vector space V, which define 
topological invariants for 3-manifolds then we may restrict to the subrepresentations on 
V’ = Span(Sp(2g, Z)v,) where ug is the projective Sp+(2g, Z) weight vector. Thisimplies 
that we may restrict ourselves to the full symplectic submodule, i.e. of type V, = V,@. 

We want now to remove the ambiguity Uw in the definition of our invariants. This will 
be done by adding some structure on the manifold M3, namely a framing. For technical 
reasons we shall consider a pl-structure on M3 (see [6]) which is a notion equivalent to 
Atiyah’s [l] 2-framings. Let X denote the homotopy fibre of the map pl : BO -_, K(Z, 4) 
corresponding to the first Pontryaghin class of the tautological bundle r of BO. Then a 
pt-structure on a manifold M is fibre map from r~ the stable tangent bundle of M3 to 
p;r the pull-back of t over X. Actually, we shall consider only homotopy classes of pt- 
structures. If M3 is an oriented closed 3-manifold then M3 bounds a 4-manifold Y. If (Y is 
a pl -structure on M3 then let pt (Y, (r) E ZZ4(Y, M, Z) denote the obstruction to extending 
it to Y. Set 

a(a) = 3signature(Y) - (pl(Y, a), [Y]) E Z, 

which does not depend on Y according to Hirzebruch’s signature theorem and is equal to 
3 times Atiyah’s CT. It is known that the set of homotopy classes of pl-structures on M3 is 
affine isomorphic to Z, the isomorphism being given by CT. A similar statement holds for 
the set of homotopy classes of pr -structures on an oriented, compact, connected 3-manifold 
with boundary which restrict to a given p1 -structure on the boundary. We shall be concerned 
only with homotopy classes of pr-structures below. The canonical pi-structure on M3 is 
that on which u vanishes. 
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defined by 

Pk. w Mf-) + m) = ((,)(p(f)+m)pj+- (f). 

Here tn E Z makes sense since we may alter a pt-structure with an integer. It is clear 
that pk,w is a projective representation of $2g, Z). Consider now an oriented closed 3- 
manifold M3 presented by a Heegaard splitting M3 = Te U &- with gluing homeomorphism 
h(M3). Set h,(M) for the corresponding element of Sp(2g, Z). Suppose that a PI-structure 
u is chosen on M3. Then ar differs from the canonical pt-structure by an integer m. We 
define 

Zw((M37 Q), k) = (Pk,W(s(h*(M)) + m)+o@k* tio&. 

Our main result is the following theorem. 

Theorem 4.3. The complex number Zw(*, k) is a topological invariant for closed 3- 
manifolds with p1 -structure which behaves multiplicatively under connected sums andpass 
to the conjugate when the orientation is changed. If the p1 -structure is altered by an integer 
m then the invariant is multiplied by {/‘. 

Pro06 We remark that it is sufficient to prove the following lemma. 

Lemma 4.4. We have: 
(1) The 2-cocycle i: associated to 9 satisfies 

~(yl, 19) = 0 if ~1 E Sp+(%, 9 

(2) x(f) = eW2nick*((f)) if f E Sp+(%, 0 

In fact 2 could be obtained as follows: 

where p is the Maslov 2-cocycle from the 3rd paragraph (see [3]). Therefore the first claim 
follows since the Maslov cocycle verifies the required relation. 

In particular P is a character on Sp+(2g, Z). Also !? is constant on conjugation classes 
hence 

l&v ([; ($-11) =a 
On the other hand. 

@(ab) = U(a) + s(b) 

if a and b commute according to [3]. Thus it remains to compute 
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in the case when B has only one non-zero entry. But 

1v ([ I) l1 1 
01 = 

and q is constant under direct sum with identity. Every concerned element is conjugate to 

a stabilization of [A T] and therefore 

ly 
1 B ([ I) 0 1 

= C Bij. 
Lj 

This proves our lemma. 0 

Since 9 takes integer values on Sp(2g, Z) the claim of the theorem follows. 
We can do something also in the case when G = U( 1) (hence W = 1) by taking into 

account the spin structures. Let us consider that M3 has a spin structure CX. Then the Heegaard 
splitting will be one in the context of spin manifolds. But the spin structure on the surface 
3 Tg induces a quadratic form 

qa : H1(aTg, Z) + Z/22 

defined as follows. Let x E H1 (LIT,, Z) and x’ be a circle representing the homology class 
X. If the spin structure induced on X’ is the bounding spin structure of the circle then we set 
qa (x) = 0 otherwise qa equals one (see [21]). Now the gluing homeomorphism h(M) will 
be compatible with qa so h,(M) may be identified with an element of f (1,2). It follows 
that Zw(M, o) E C is well defined. 

Remark 4.5. If we should use the quantization procedure for the space Hom(nl (E,), 
T)/T (which amounts to consider a space of sections of a line bundle directly over T2g) 
we should obtain in a very similar manner some numerical invariant IT. 

Now even if our starting point was a simple Lie group G, all computations may be 
carried out for a semi-simple Lie group. Furthermore, the invariant associated to the Lie 
group G x H is nothing but the product of the two invariants associated to G and H. In 
particular, IT is a power of the abelian invariant for W = 1 considered in [8], hence a 
homotopical invariant. However for general W the invariants ZW are no more homotopical 
invariants from the computations carried by Jeffrey [ 191 in the case of lens spaces. 
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